Comparative Study Between Peristomal Patches in Patients with Definitive Tracheostomy
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Abstract

Introduction To prevent or diminish pulmonary problems in laryngectomized patients, continuous use of a heat and moisture exchanger (HME) is recommended. Therefore, automatic speaking valves are also often combined with an HME to enable hands-free speech. In order to keep these devices in place, most commonly, peristomal patches are used.

Objective This prospective clinical 2 × 2 crossover study aims at assessing the added value of a new patch for HME application, the Provox StabiliBase OptiDerm (SBO). The device combines the stable and conical base of the Provox StabiliBase with the skin-friendly hydrocolloid Provox OptiDerm (OD) patch.

Methods Thirty-two laryngectomized patients were included in this multicenter study. Participants were asked to compare SBO to OD, and to the patch they normally use. The primary outcome measure was patient preference.

Results Overall, 60% of the participants had preference for their normally used patch, 23% preferred the SBO and 17% indicated no preference. When comparing the SBO to the OD, 43% preferred the SBO, 40% the OD and 17% had no preference.

Conclusion Most patients preferred their normally used patch and SBO was favored by a subgroup. Provox StabiliBase OptiDerm seems to be a valuable addition to the existing patches and further increases patients’ options for HME application.

Introduction

Total laryngectomy (TL) is still an indispensable treatment option for advanced larynx and hypopharynx cancer, for recurrent disease, and a dysfunctional larynx after prior (chemo) radiotherapy (C)RT. Total laryngectomy results in significant anatomical changes. The alimentary and respiratory tracts are separated and a definitive tracheostomy is created at the base of the neck. The main disadvantage of TL is the loss of upper airway and larynx functions. This leads to pulmonary problems, such as excessive coughing and mucus production, and loss of normal speech.1,2

To prevent or diminish pulmonary problems, continuous use of a heat and moisture exchanger (HME) has shown to be highly beneficial.3,4 Moreover, most automatic speaking valves (ASVs) presently are combined with an HME, so that during hands-free tracheoesophageal speech, airway protection and rehabilitation are also taken care of.5–7 Laryngectomized patients have several options to keep these devices in place depending on their personal situation. The most commonly
used device is a peristomal patch, which creates an airtight seal at the level of the tracheostoma and provides a placeholder for the HME and/or ASV.

Currently, there is a wide variety of patches available to suit patients’ personal needs, which is important to optimize compliance. Recently, the Provox StabiliBase (SB) was evaluated in a multicenter study. This patch provides a more stable and more anatomically shaped conical base compared with other patches. The study showed that the majority of patients preferred this new patch to their usual comparator, and its device life appeared to be significantly longer. Also, patients with a deep stoma reported the patch to be more comfortable.

After its introduction, feedback from clinicians and patients revealed that some patients experienced skin irritation with the standard adhesive material of the SB. It was felt that these patients would benefit from a patch with the same stable and conical base as the SB, but with the more skin-friendly hydrocolloid adhesive already used in the Provox OptiDerm (OD). Therefore, the Provox StabiliBase OptiDerm (SBO) was developed. To test whether this stable conical hydrocolloid SBO patch is a valuable addition to the variety of peristomal adhesive options needed to suit more laryngectomized patients, this new patch was assessed in a 2 × 2 crossover prospective multicenter clinical trial.

Methods

This study was performed at two tertiary care cancer centers. Thirty-two laryngectomized patients were entered in the study, 16 from each center. Inclusion criteria were: 18 years or older, use of an HME, use of a voice prosthesis, minimum of 3 months after TL and/or postoperative (C)RT. Exclusion criteria were: patient is unable to use the SBO (due to anatomical irregularities that may interfere with the stable base of the patch), medical problems prohibiting the use of HME or patch, active recurrent or metastatic disease, patient is unable to understand the patient information and/or unable to give informed consent. Skin irritation, which varies between 9 and 40% among patients, was not a selection criterion. This provides us with two advantages, namely additional data on the extent of the skin irritation problem in this patient cohort, and prevention of selection bias. Moreover, it is likely that, if given more options and provided that there was no skin irritation, patients would primarily make their choice on the basis of the duration of the seal. In other words, by using an unselected patient cohort, we can get a better insight of the extent of the irritation problem and of the place of this new patch among the presently available options. The study was performed according to the protocol approved by the institutional review boards and took place between February and April of 2014. Signed informed consent was obtained from all patients. Patient characteristics are shown in Table 1.

The SBO is manufactured by Atos Medical AB (Hörby, Sweden). The patch is shown in Fig. 1. It is a single-use patch intended for laryngectomized patients. It is attached to the skin around the tracheostoma to provide a connection for HMEs and speaking valves. The SBO consists of a stable base, similar to that of the SB, but with a hydrocolloid adhesive. The patch is suitable for sensitive and/or breached skin and its baseplate is designed to also accommodate deep tracheostomas.

The SBO was compared with the OD in a feasibility study with a 2 × 2 crossover design. After inclusion, the patients...
is a validated instrument using scores in day of HME use. At the end of the study patients were asked to record the device life of each patch and the number of hours per scale (VAS). During the study period, patients kept a diary to fort and anxiety/depression) and a 100-mm visual analogue scale. Patients rated satisfaction regarding device life and voice prosthesis. Answers were presented on a four-level Likert scale. The Likert Scales rendered ordinal data from three related samples. This data was analyzed using the Friedman test. If the groups differed significantly, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to determine which groups were different. A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

The characteristics of the 32 patients enrolled in the study are shown in Table 1. One patient withdrew from the study in the first week because of recurrent disease and was excluded from further analysis. Twenty-seven males and four females remained. Four patients did not use all of the study patches. Reasons were: skin irritation after using the SBO, poor adherence of the SBO to the skin, poor adherence of the OD to the skin and painful skin after using the OD. An overview of completed questionnaires is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Completed questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>31*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>30**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBO</td>
<td>30***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative ‘Normally used patch’ – SBO</td>
<td>25***/****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative OD – SBO</td>
<td>30**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: OD, OptiDerm; SBO, StabiliBase OptiDerm.
Notes: *One patient dropped out right after baseline data collection. These data were removed from the analysis.
**One patient did not complete the OD questionnaire (poor adherence).
*** One patient did not complete the SBO questionnaire and the comparative questionnaires (poor adherence).
**** For the five patients who were already using OD at baseline, the OD-SBO comparative questionnaire was used as normally used patch-SBO comparative questionnaire.
When patients compared the OD with the SBO, 12 of 30 patients (40.0%) preferred the OD. Thirteen patients preferred the SBO (43.3%) and 5 patients (16.7%) expressed no preference. In comparison with their normally used patch, 18 patients (60.0%) indicated a preference for the normally used patch, 7 patients (23.3%) for the SBO and 5 patients (16.7%) indicated no preference. Of the 5 patients who were using the OD at baseline (preference for OD 3, for SBO 1, no preference \(^1\)), the answers to the comparative OD-SBO questionnaire were used as ‘normally used patch-SBO-data’ in these analyses (\(\text{\textbullet\ Fig. 2}\)).

Device life assessment was based on the data provided by the patients, who reported on at least 3 out of 5 OD/SBO patches. For the OD, the median device life was 18.5 hours \((n = 26; \text{range } 0.5-109.9)\) and for the SBO this was 19.6 hours \((n = 27; \text{range } 0.5-163.0)\) \((p = 0.290)\). When data were split for patches used to apply an ASV or a HME, no significant differences were found between device life of the SBO and OD. There was an increase in device life in 15 out of 26 patients with the SBO compared with the OD, with a mean factor of 1.44. In 2 patients, there was no difference, and in 9 patients, there was a decrease of the device life with the SBO compared with the OD with a mean factor of 0.76. The overall mean factor was 1.17. The median self-reported device life in the 15 patients who had an increased device life with the SBO, was 14.47 hours \((\text{range } 1.9-109.9)\) with the OD and 19.60 hours \((\text{range } 2.35-163.01)\) with the SBO.

Analysis of fit, comfort, appearance, speech, air leakage and adherence, measured at baseline, after using 5 OD patches and after using 5 SBO patches, showed a statistically significantly better outcome for the normally used patch compared with the SBO and the OD. No significant differences regarding these variables were found between the SBO and OD.

With respect to skin irritation, no significant difference was found between the normally used patch, OD and SBO. When asked to compare these two patches, 17% experienced less skin irritation with the OD, 23% experienced less skin irritation with the SBO and 60% experienced no difference \((n = 30)\). Compared with the normally used patch \((n = 25)\), 12% experienced less skin irritation with that patch, 32% with the SBO and 56% experienced no difference.

Participants indicated significantly less discomfort with their normally used patch compared with the SBO \((p = 0.001, n = 30)\). When asked to compare the normally used patch with the SBO, 52% found that patch more comfortable to wear, 24% found the SBO more comfortable and 24% found no difference. When asked to compare the OD and SBO, 33% had less discomfort with the SBO, 40% with the OD and 27% indicated no difference.

Overall voice and speech was measured using a NRS. There was no statistically significant difference between the normally used patch and the SBO. Only the OD received a statistically significantly lower score compared with the normally used patch \((p = 0.004, n = 30)\), and compared with the SBO \((p = 0.007, n = 30)\). Furthermore, no significant differences in applying the patch and in the quality of life \((\text{according to Eq. 5D5L})\) between the normally used patch, OD and SBO were found.

Finally, regarding future use, 15 out of 28 patients (53.6%) reported that they would keep their normally used patch in the future. Of the 13 remaining patients answering this question, 6 \((21.4\%)\) will use the OD, 5 \((17.9\%)\) the SBO and 2 \((7.1\%)\) a combination of the normally used patch with SBO. Data of two patients were missing. Those seven patients who will use the SBO or a combination of the normally used patch and SBO in the future consist of two former regular patch users \((29\%)\), four SB users \((57\%)\) and one tracheostomy button user \((14\%)\).

During this study, six adverse device effects were registered. There were complaints about skin irritation, painful removal of the patch and poor adherence. All reports were expected effects of using a tracheostomy patch.

![Fig. 2](image-url) To illustrate the added value of more patch choices, on the left, the preference at the end of the study for either of the 2 hydrocolloid patches (SBO = StabiliBase OptiDerm, \(n = 13\); OD = OptiDerm, \(n = 12\); No pref = No preference for either of the two, \(n = 5\) ); on the right, the preference in comparison with (icw) the normally used patch (NU = normally used patch, \(n = 18\); SBO, \(n = 7\); No pref. \(n = 5\) ).
Discussion

This prospective clinical trial on the evaluation of the SBO, a new patch with stable conical base and hydrocolloid adhesive for peristomal attachment of postlaryngectomy pulmonary and voice rehabilitation, shows that this patch is a valuable addition to the variety of options needed to suit more laryngectomized patients.

With a quarter of the patients choosing the SBO, or a combination of the normally used patch with the SBO, it is clear that the SBO is suitable for a subgroup of patients. This subgroup might consist of patients who are using a SB as their main patch and would like to alternate with a more skin-friendly patch, keeping in mind that the median device life of the standard SB is roughly 1.8 times longer because of its stickier adhesive material. These patients may benefit when they prefer a stable base around the tracheostomy, but cannot use the SB (all day) due to sensitive/breached skin.

The results show that the device life of the SBO is not significantly increased compared with the OD (both hydrocolloid adhesives). However, for those 15 patients who had an increased device life with the SBO compared with the OD, the increase is clinically relevant. The difference (19.60 hours versus 14.47 hours) often made it possible for those patients to replace the patch only once per 24 hours. Nevertheless, a majority of the patients preferred the normally used patch, because in the absence of skin irritation, the duration of the seal is the decisive factor for their ‘patch-choice’. As the mean interval between TL participation in this study was 6.5 years, most patients have extensive experience with several peristomal attachment possibilities and found their optimal attachment modality. Still, there are patients (23.3%) who prefer the SBO to their normally used patch. These results show there are still possibilities for further innovation, despite the wide range of patches already available to laryngectomized patients which is not surprising, given the wide variations in peristomal anatomy. So far, only a few clinical studies have been conducted to investigate peristomal patches. Because of the wide variety of rehabilitation options for laryngectomized patients, however, a good insight in patients’ needs is necessary to find the optimal rehabilitation options. For instance, the study by Hilgers et al (2012) describes that there is no one-size-fits-all solution and emphasizes the need for a range of device options, which means that this new patch is a welcome development.

In the present, relatively small study, although there was no selection based on the presence or absence of skin irritation, there still might have been some selection bias. For example, patients who were unable to use the SBO, such as patients with anatomical irregularities in the area of the patch that interfere with the stable base of the patch, were excluded. Furthermore, some variables that might influence device life were not collected. For example, we did not ask the patients to register hours of ASV use in their diaries and we did not measure tracheostomy dimensions and local anatomy, factors that obviously can influence the outcomes.

The cost of these new patches was not a topic of this study. Although according to the manufacturer the periodical costs for various patches is quite comparable, to analyze costs in a meaningful way, a proper cost-effectiveness study would have been needed. This would require collecting additional data to those of a standard clinical study. Moreover, since costs and reimbursement systems vary widely between countries, even making vague suggestions about cost issues now would be speculative, at best. But this is certainly an interesting topic for studies in other countries.

Conclusion

Most patients preferred their normally used patch and SBO was favored by a subgroup. Therefore, SBO seems to be a valuable addition to the arsenal of devices already available and widens the options laryngectomized patients have for peristomal attachment of medical devices for pulmonary protection and rehabilitation.
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